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Microwave Update 2006 - 2006
Ham Radio Magazine - 1989
The ARRL Handbook for Radio
Communications - 2007
EMC Pocket Guide - Kenneth Wyatt 2013
EMC Pocket Guide: Key EMC facts, equations
and data covers radiated emissions (RE),
frequency versus time domain, common PC
board Issues and effects of ESD / preventing
ESD problems.
73 Amateur Radio Today - 1997
Radio Receiver Projects You Can Build Homer L. Davidson 1993
If you're a student or hobbyist who enjoys
working with electronics, you'll love this projectpacked book. It puts at your fingertips the
hands-on guidance you need.
W1FB's Antenna Notebook - Doug DeMaw
1987
International Microwave Handbook - Andy
Barter 2008
EMI Troubleshooting Cookbook for Product
Designers - Patrick G. André 2014-07-18
EMI Troubleshooting Cookbook for Product
Designers provides the 'recipe' for identifying

why products fail to meet EMI/EMC regulatory
standards. It also outlines techniques for
tracking the noise source, and discovering the
coupling mechanism, that is causing the
undesired effects.
The ARRL Antenna Book - 2015
This handbook has everything you need to
design your own complete antenna system. This
23rd edition describes hundreds of antenna
designs - wire, vertical, portable and mobile, and
new high-performance VHF/UHF Yagi designs
EMC Design Techniques for Electronic
Engineers - Keith Armstrong 2010-01-01
Ham Radio For Dummies - H. Ward Silver
2018-03-02
Your how-to guide to become a ham Ham radio,
or amateur radio, is a way to talk with people
around the world in real-time, or to send email
without any sort of internet connection. It
provides a way to keep in touch with friends and
family, whether they are across town or across
the country. It is also a very important
emergency communication system. When cell
phones, landlines, the internet, and other
systems are down or overloaded, Amateur Radio
still gets the message through. Radio amateurs,
often called "hams," enjoy radio technology as a
hobby, but are often called upon to provide vital
service when regular communications systems
fail. Ham Radio For Dummies is your guide to
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everything there is to know about ham radio.
Plus, this updated edition provides new and
additional information on digital mode
operating, as well as use of amateur radio in
student science and new operating events. • Set
up your radio station • Design your ham shack •
Provide support in emergencies and
communicate with other hams • Study for the
licensing exam and choose your call sign If
you're looking to join a college radio club or just
want to learn the latest tips and tricks, this book
is a helpful reference guide to beginners, or
those who have been "hams" for years.
FM Atlas - 1997-01-01
Heathkit - Chuck Penson 2003-01-01
HAm Radio collecting and history.
Electronic Warfare and Radar Systems
Engineering Handbook - 1997-04-01
This handbook is designed to aid electronic
warfare and radar systems engineers in making
general estimations regarding capabilities of
systems. It is not intended as a detailed
designer's guide, due to space limitations.
Portions of the handbook and future changes will
be posted on an internet link.
The Physical Basis of EMC - Keith Armstrong
2010
The Worldwide Listening Guide - John
Figliozzi 2021-12-15
This new 10th edition of John Figliozzi's popular
Worldwide Listening Guide explains radio
listening in all of today's formats - "live," ondemand, WiFi, podcast, terrestrial, satellite,
internet, digital and, of course, analog AM, FM
and SW. The introductory section explains all
the newest delivery methods for radio, and the
devices used to access broadcasts from around
the world at any time of day or night. Listening
to programs from distant lands is no longer a
late-night activity dependant upon shortwave
propagation conditions. There is a whole other
world of radio out there for your listening
enjoyment. Thousands of radio stations
worldwide use the Internet to stream their
broadcasts. Traditional radio is being augmented
by computers, laptops, tablets, smartphones,
satellites, WiFi receivers and multiplexed digital
transmission methods, greatly enhancing the
listening experience.Use The Worldwide

Listening Guide to join in the excitement of
listening to worldwide radio, listening to news,
information, music and entertainment from
around the world broadcast in English. The
Guide is organized to make it easy and
convenient to find radio programs of interest to
you. All program listings are provided two
ways:First, programs are listed by UTC time,
station, days of broadcast, the type of program,
and their frequencies and web
addresses.Second, special Classified Listings are
provided to help listeners find programs of
specific interest. The 37 classified program
listings make it easy to find programs by topic or
subject area.
The W6Sai Hf Antenna Handbook - William I.
Orr 1996-05-01
Morse Code for Radio Amateurs - Roger Cooke
2017-01-31
Learn or improve your Morse code with this
guide. CD includes software and MP3 files to
help you practise Morse code.
The Radio Amateur's Handbook - 1973
The A.R.R.L. Antenna Book - 2003
Amateur Radio - 1994-07
CQ - 2003
Electromagnetic Compatibility of Integrated
Circuits - Sonia Ben Dhia 2006-06-04
Electromagnetic Compatibility of Integrated
Circuits: Techniques for Low Emission and
Susceptibility focuses on the electromagnetic
compatibility of integrated circuits. The basic
concepts, theory, and an extensive historical
review of integrated circuit emission and
susceptibility are provided. Standardized
measurement methods are detailed through
various case studies. EMC models for the core,
I/Os, supply network, and packaging are
described with applications to conducted
switching noise, signal integrity, near-field and
radiated noise. Case studies from different
companies and research laboratories are
presented with in-depth descriptions of the ICs,
test set-ups, and comparisons between
measurements and simulations. Specific
guidelines for achieving low emission and
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susceptibility derived from the experience of
EMC experts are presented.
The ARRL Antenna Compendium - 1986-12-01
The premiere volume includes articles on a
multiband portable, quads and loops, baluns, the
Smith Chart, and more.
Microwaves & RF. - 1985
Hardware Hacking - Joe Grand 2004-01-29
"If I had this book 10 years ago, the FBI would
never have found me!" -- Kevin Mitnick This
book has something for everyone---from the
beginner hobbyist with no electronics or coding
experience to the self-proclaimed "gadget geek."
Take an ordinary piece of equipment and turn it
into a personal work of art. Build upon an
existing idea to create something better. Have
fun while voiding your warranty! Some of the
hardware hacks in this book include: * Don't toss
your iPod away when the battery dies! Don't pay
Apple the $99 to replace it! Install a new iPod
battery yourself without Apple's "help" * An
Apple a day! Modify a standard Apple USB
Mouse into a glowing UFO Mouse or build a
FireWire terabyte hard drive and custom case *
Have you played Atari today? Create an arcadestyle Atari 5200 paddle controller for your
favorite retro videogames or transform the Atari
2600 joystick into one that can be used by lefthanded players * Modern game systems, too!
Hack your PlayStation 2 to boot code from the
memory card or modify your PlayStation 2 for
homebrew game development * Videophiles
unite! Design, build, and configure your own
Windows- or Linux-based Home Theater PC *
Ride the airwaves! Modify a wireless PCMCIA
NIC to include an external antenna connector or
load Linux onto your Access Point * Stick it to
The Man! Remove the proprietary barcode
encoding from your CueCat and turn it into a
regular barcode reader * Hack your Palm!
Upgrade the available RAM on your Palm m505
from 8MB to 16MB · Includes hacks of today's
most popular gaming systems like Xbox and
PS/2. · Teaches readers to unlock the full
entertainment potential of their desktop PC. ·
Frees iMac owners to enhance the features they
love and get rid of the ones they hate.
My Inventions - Nikola Tesla 2016-05-18
One of science's great unsung heroes, Nikola
Tesla (1856-1943) was a prophet of the

electronic age. His research laid much of the
groundwork for modern electrical and
communication systems, and his impressive
accomplishments include development of the
alternating-current electrical system, radio, the
Tesla coil transformer, wireless transmission,
and fluorescent lighting. Yet his name and work
are only dimly recognized today: Tesla's
research was so groundbreaking that many of
his contemporaries failed to understand it, and
other scientists are unjustly credited for his
innovations. The visionary scientist speaks for
himself in this volume, originally published in
1919 as a six-part series in Electrical
Experimenter magazine. Tesla recounts his
boyhood in Croatia, his schooling and work in
Europe, his collaboration with Thomas Edison,
and his subsequent research. This edition
includes the essay "The Problem of Increasing
Human Energy: With Special Reference to the
Harnessing of the Sun's Energy," which
anticipates latter-day advances in environmental
technology. Written with wit and �lan, this
memoir offers fascinating insights into one of the
great minds of modern science.
Best of Make: Volume 2 - The Editors of Make:
2015-08-28
After ten years, Make: has become one of most
celebrated magazines to hit the newsstands, and
certainly one of the hottest reads. If you're just
catching on to the Maker Movement and wonder
what you've missed, this book contains the best
projects and articles from the magazine. Find
out what keeps Makers coming back to Make:
with this assortment of DIY projects and articles
selected by Make:'s editors. Learn to: Outfit your
workshop and make some must-have tools Build
electronic projects from actuators to antennae
Make things with Arduino and Raspberry Pi
Create drones and robots Build noisemaking
projects and musical instruments Augment your
photo and video capabilities Make your own
food, soap, ink, and more
W1FB's QRP Notebook - Doug DeMaw
1991-01-01
If you're looking for construction projects for
QRP transmitters, receivers and accessories,
look no further. Experience first-hand the thrill
of making contacts using equipment that you
built!
The Non-Nonsense, Technician Class License
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Study Guide - Dan Romanchik KB6NU
2008-04-01
The No-Nonsense, Technician Class License
Study Guide will help you get your first amateur
radio license as quickly as possible. It not only
gives you the answers to questions on the test,
but also clearly and succinctly explains the
concepts.
Antenna Modeling for Beginners - H. Ward
Silver 2012
The RAC Operating Manual - Leach, Doug
1998
Hints & Kinks for the Radio Amateur - Steve
Ford 2012
Postcards from Mars - Jim Bell 2010-10
A photographic survey of the surface of Mars
features more than 150 full-color prints and four
large-width gatefold images taken by mobile
robots, and discusses what these landmark
missions have revealed.
Spectrum and Network Measurements - Robert
A. Witte 2001
This book covers the theory and practice of
spectrum and network measurements in
electronic systems. Areas covered include:
decibels, Fourier analysis, FFT and swept
analyzers, modulated signals, signal distortion,
noise, pulsed waveforms, averaging and

filtering, transmission lines and measurement
connection techniques, two-port network theory,
network analyzers, and instrument performance
and specifications. Noble Publishing has
reprinted the 1993 volume (from Prentice Hall)
as a "classic" in the field. Witte works for Agilent
Rechnologies. c. Book News Inc.
Stripline Circuit Design - Harlan H. Howe
1974
The ARRL Handbook for the Radio Amateur 1987
Radio Propagation Handbook - Peter N.
Saveskie 1980
The New Radio Receiver Building Handbook
- Lyle Russell Williams 2006-09-01
A shortwave radio, without use of satellites, will
receive commercial free foreign government
supported English language radio programs
from thousands of miles away! Shortwave radios
can be built at home in a time period of a few
hours to a few weeks. This book contains over
one hundred illustrations. Written for both the
expert and the novice, it provides information for
understanding how the radios work, for
obtaining the necessary parts, and for
constructing the radios. Shortwave radios were
first developed in the 1930s and new designs
can be built to resemble radios of that era.
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